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 60 

ABSTRACT 61 

Introduction: The COVID-19 pandemic has had a profound impact on the mental health of people around the 62 

world. Anxiety related to infection, stress and stigma caused by the forced changes in daily life have reportedly 63 

increased the incidence and symptoms of depression, anxiety disorder and obsessive-compulsive disorder. 64 

Under such circumstances, telepsychiatry is gaining importance and attracting a great deal of attention. However, 65 

few large pragmatic clinical trials on the use of telepsychiatry targeting multiple psychiatric disorders have been 66 

conducted to date. 67 

Methods: The targeted study cohort will consist of adults (>18 years) who meet the DSM-5 diagnostic criteria 68 

for either (1) depressive disorders, (2) anxiety disorders, or (3) obsessive-compulsive and related disorders. 69 

Patients will be assigned in a 1:1 ratio to either a “telepsychiatry group” (at least 50% of visits to be conducted 70 
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using telemedicine, with at least one face-to-face treatment [FTF] every six months) or an “FTF group” (all 71 

visits to be conducted FTF, with no telemedicine). Both groups will receive the usual treatment covered by 72 

public medical insurance. The study will utilize a master protocol design in that there will be primary and 73 

secondary outcomes for the entire group regardless of diagnosis, as well as the outcomes for each individual 74 

disorder group. 75 

Discussion: This study will be a non-inferiority trial to test that the treatment effect of telepsychiatry is not 76 

inferior to that of FTF alone. This study will provide useful insights into the effect of the COVID-19 pandemic 77 

on the practice of psychiatry. 78 

Trial Registration: jRCT1030210037, Japan Registry of Clinical Trials (jRCT) 79 

 80 

Keywords: telepsychiatry, depression, anxiety disorder, obsessive-compulsive disorder, master protocol 81 

 82 

Abbreviations: COVID-19, the 2019 novel coronavirus disease; J-PROTECT, Japanese Project for 83 

Telepsychiatry Evaluation during COVID-19: Treatment Comparison Trial; DSM-5, Diagnostic and Statistical 84 

Manual of Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition; FTF, face-to-face treatment; jRCT, Japan Registry of Clinical Trials; 85 

OCD, obsessive–compulsive disorder; SF36MCS: MOS36-Item Short-Form Health Survey Mental Component 86 

Summary; SF36: MOS 36-Item Short-Form Health Survey; WAI: Working Alliance Inventory; CSQ: Client 87 
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Satisfaction Questionnaire; EQ-5D: EuroQol 5 Dimension; HAMD: Hamilton Depression Rating Scale; 88 

HAMA: Hamilton Anxiety Rating Scale; YBOCS: Yale-Brown Obsessive Compulsive Scale; EDC: electronic 89 

data capture; ePRO: electronic patient-reported outcome ; QOL: quality of life.  90 

 91 

 92 

1. INTRODUCTION 93 

The 2019 novel coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic, which is raging worldwide, has had significant 94 

direct and indirect impacts on mental health. The incidence of symptoms, such as anxiety, depression, and 95 

obsessive–compulsive disorder (OCD), in the general population is reportedly higher than during pre-pandemic 96 

times as a result of the effects of lockdowns and other restrictions on going out, sudden unemployment, and 97 

frequent exposure to related topics through news associated with the COVID-19 pandemic [1-2]. People 98 

infected with COVID-19 also reportedly have a higher risk of developing psychiatric disorders, and people with 99 

a history of psychiatric disorders have a higher diagnosis rate of COVID-19 infection [3]. This situation suggests 100 

that psychiatric care is becoming increasingly important under the COVID-19 pandemic. 101 

However, during the COVID-19 pandemic, patients may refrain from visiting hospitals because of fears of 102 

infection, and hospitals may stop performing outpatient consultations. According to a survey conducted by 103 

WHO in 130 countries, 93% of the countries surveyed reported obstacles to providing psychiatric and mental 104 
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health services [4]. Under these circumstances, it is important to find ways to continue the provision of 105 

psychiatric care. In past epidemics of infectious diseases, telemedicine has been used to prevent infection among 106 

healthcare workers by using the telephone and video calls to conduct consultations [5]. During the recent 107 

pandemic, telemedicine has attracted attention as a way of continuing medical care while preventing infection, 108 

and its use has rapidly expanded due to deregulation in many countries [6]. 109 

In psychiatry, outpatient care is mainly conducted in the form of in-person conversations; therefore, doctor-110 

to-patient telemedicine, in which patients are treated remotely via videophone, is easy to apply in this field. For 111 

this reason, telemedicine was popular in the field of psychiatry even before the COVID-19 pandemic [7]. There 112 

have also been many studies comparing the effectiveness of telepsychiatry with face-to-face (FTF) treatment, 113 

and telepsychiatry can reportedly provide equivalent or better treatment effects, patient satisfaction, and 114 

improved medication adherence, compared with FTF treatment [8-10]. However, most of the existing studies 115 

have focused on only a single disorder, such as depression or PTSD, or on experimental trials that differ from 116 

real-world clinical practice, and few large pragmatic trials examining multiple psychiatric disorders have been 117 

reported worldwide. 118 

As COVID-19 is expected to take some time to fully resolve, verifying whether telemedicine is as effective 119 

as FTF treatment in real-world clinical practice for the treatment of depression, anxiety, and OCD in existing 120 

clinical settings is of great importance, particularly since increases in the diagnosis or exacerbation of these 121 
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conditions have been reported in response to the circumstances created by the COVID-19 pandemic.  122 

 123 

2. Method 124 

2.1. Design Overview 125 

Patients will be assigned in a 1:1 ratio to either a “telepsychiatry group” (at least 50% of visits to be 126 

conducted by telemedicine, with at least one FTF every six months) or an “FTF group” (all visits to be FTF, 127 

with no telemedicine). Both groups will receive the usual treatment covered by public medical insurance. The 128 

interval between visits will be at the discretion of the psychiatrist in charge. This study will have a master 129 

protocol with primary and secondary outcomes for the entire group as well as outcomes for each individual 130 

disorder group. 131 

The main objective of this study will be to show that the telepsychiatry group is non-inferior to the FTF 132 

group after 6 months of practice in patients with depressive disorder, anxiety disorder, or OCD and related 133 

disorders. 134 

2.2. Participants 135 

This study will be a multi-site, prospective randomized controlled trial. Participants will be recruited at 17 136 

medical institutions that provide psychiatric services in 11 different prefectures in Japan. Patient recruitment 137 

will be conducted at the following locations and medical institutions: Tokyo (Keio University Hospital, 138 
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Himorogi Psychiatric Institute); Kanagawa (Yokohama City University Hospital, Shioiri Mental Clinic, Amagai 139 

Mental Clinic, Kanazawabunko Yell Clinic); Fukushima (Asaka Hospital); Miyagi (Tohoku University 140 

Hospital); Kyoto (University Hospital Kyoto Prefectural University of Medicine); Osaka (Osaka Medical and 141 

Pharmaceutical University Hospital, Neyagawa Sanatorium); Tochigi (Ashikaga Red Cross Hospital); 142 

Yamagata (Sato Hospital); Miyazaki (Takamiya Hospital); Shizuoka (Numazu Chuo Hospital); and Chiba 143 

(International University of Health and Welfare University Narita Hospital, Gakuji-kai Kimura Hospital). 144 

The inclusion criteria for participants will be as follows: 1) patients who meet the Diagnostic and Statistical 145 

Manual of Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition (DSM-5) criteria for depressive disorders, anxiety disorders, or OCD 146 

and related disorders and are outpatients at a participating medical institution; 2) patients who are 18 years old 147 

or older at the time of obtaining consent; 3) patients who need continuous treatment for the next 6 months or 148 

more (at the discretion of the attending physician); 4) patients who have a smart phone or PC and have access 149 

to video calling over the Internet (even if it is only available with family support); 5) patients whose psychiatric 150 

conditions are stable enough to receive telepsychiatry by clinical judgement of the attending physician; 6) 151 

patients whose psychiatric conditions are stable enough to have sufficient capacity provide consent by clinical 152 

judgement of the attending physician; and 7) patients who have provided written consent to participate in the 153 

study. For patients who are minors (less than 20 years of age) , written consent must be obtained from the 154 

patient and his/her guardian. Exclusion criteria include: 1) patients who are likely to require unscheduled or 155 
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urgent visits to the hospital in addition to regular visits because of emergent suicidal ideation, anxiety or 156 

agitation; and 2) patients who have difficulty managing an emergency visit by themselves when their psychiatric 157 

conditions deteriorate (e.g., the hospital is located far away). Researchers will obtain written informed consent 158 

from all the participants. The participants will be able to leave the study at any time. 159 

2.3. Randomization 160 

Patients who have given their consent to participate in this study will be randomly assigned in a 1:1 ratio to 161 

the “Telepsychiatry group” or the “FTF group” for treatment during the study period. In this study, to avoid 162 

inter-institutional differences and biases in the types of disorders among the groups, randomization process is 163 

carried out by a blinded, independent third party using a modified minimization method with a biased-coin 164 

assignment balanced for age group (60 years old or older, or younger), gender (male or female), target disorder, 165 

and participating institution. In addition, the allocation results will not be disclosed to the central evaluator to 166 

minimize bias. 167 

2.4. Assessment Schedule 168 

The assessment schedule is presented in Table 1. After randomization, participants will be assessed with the 169 

SF36MCS at baseline and at weeks 12 and 24. The duration of each patient’s participation in the study is 170 

estimated to be approximately 6 to 7 months, including the allowance period for the prescribed visits. 171 

2.5. Primary Outcomes 172 
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The primary outcome is the 36-Item Short Form Health Survey Mental Component Summary (SF36MCS) 173 

measured at baseline and at weeks 12 and 24. We will examine whether these changes differ between the 174 

Telepsychiatry and FTF groups. The SF36MCS is a self-administered rating scale to which patients respond via 175 

a dedicated application.  176 

2.6. Secondary Outcome 177 

The secondary outcomes are the following 12 items: 1) MOS 36-Item Short-Form Health Survey (SF36) 178 

(assessed at baseline and at weeks 12 and 24); 2) dropout rate (in the Telepsychiatry group, if the patient stops 179 

telepsychiatry and switches to FTF only, the patient will be considered to have dropped out of the Telepsychiatry 180 

group; 3) Working Alliance Inventory (WAI) scores as treatment alliance; 4) Client Satisfaction Questionnaire 181 

(CSQ) scores as satisfaction; 5) adverse events; 6) costs (Self-administered questionnaire on costs associated 182 

with medical visits, etc.); 7) EQ-5D (EuroQol 5 Dimension); 8) degree of anxiety about COVID-19; 9) 183 

comments about telepsychiatry (or central evaluation by telemedicine); 10) for the depressive disorder group, 184 

Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HAMD); 11) for the anxiety disorder group, the Hamilton Anxiety Rating 185 

Scale (HAMA); and 12) for the OCD and related disorders group, the Yale-Brown Obsessive Compulsive Scale 186 

(YBOCS). 187 

2.7. Sample Size 188 

The primary outcome of the study is health-related quality of life as assessed using the SF36MCS, which 189 
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will be evaluated at baseline and at weeks 12 and 24. The sample size is based on previous psychiatric 190 

intervention studies (including psychotherapy and electroconvulsive therapy interventions, but not studies 191 

comparing telepsychiatry and FTF), in which the evaluation period was 6 months [11-16]. In existing studies, 192 

the mean SF36MCS ranged from 30 to 50 and the standard deviation from 9 to 14. 193 

In the present study, assuming that the SF36MCS of the telemedicine and FTF groups at 6 months is 45 (no 194 

difference between the two groups), with a standard deviation of 12, and a non-inferiority margin of 5, the 195 

required number of patients in each group would be 92 under the conditions of 80% power and a one-sided 196 

significance level of 2.5%. 197 

In this study, the dropout rate is expected to be low because the primary psychiatrist who have been treating 198 

the patients up to the time of the study will continue to be in charge of the treatment regardless of whether the 199 

patients are treated in the Telepsychiatry group or in the FTF group. Assuming a dropout rate of about 10%, the 200 

total number of patients will be 200, or 100 in each group. 201 

2.8. Data Collection and Management 202 

Data on the SF36MCS, SF36, treatment alliance, satisfaction, cost, EQ-5D, and degree of anxiety about 203 

COVID-19 will be collected as self-administered patient-reported outcome measures. We will construct and 204 

operate a system to store these data directly using electronic data capture (EDC) and an electronic patient-205 

reported outcome (ePRO). We will use "cubeCDMS" by CRScube Inc. for EDC and "cubePro" by CRScube 206 
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Inc. for ePRO. The participants will install the ePRO application on their smartphones, etc., access the 207 

questionnaire included in the application, and enter and transmit the data. For the HAMD, HAMA, and YBOCS, 208 

remote centralized ratings performed through a video camera feed will be used. Evaluators must have completed 209 

a total of at least 30 hours of training on these evaluation items, and the evaluator will assess the examinees 210 

through a video camera feed at the time of each visit. In addition, as an optional part of the study, both FTF 211 

evaluations and centralized ratings for HAMD, HAMA, and YBOCS will be performed for patients who are 212 

willing to participate, so as to validate the centralized ratings. 213 

2.9. Statistical analysis 214 

The analyses of the primary and secondary outcomes will be performed in full analysis set (FAS), which 215 

includes all patients who took at least one SF36MCS assessment during the study, do not present any serious 216 

violation of the study protocol, and have data collected after treatment commencement. For the baseline 217 

characteristics, summary statistics will comprise frequencies and proportions for categorical variables, and 218 

means and standard deviations for continuous variables. The patient characteristics will be compared using a 219 

chi-square test for categorical variables, and a t test or Wilcoxon rank sum test for continuous variables. 220 

For the primary analysis, aimed at comparing treatment effects, the least square mean and its 95% confidence 221 

interval (CI) will be estimated using a mixed-effects model for repeated measurements (MMRM). No 222 

imputation of missing data was performed. The MMRM model will include treatment, visit, treatment-by-visit 223 
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interaction, and baseline SF36MCS. An unstructured covariance matrix will be assumed to model the within-224 

patient variance and estimation was performed by restricted maximum likelihood method. Based on the model, 225 

the result of the SF36MCS at 6 months is expressed with point estimate for group difference and one-sided 226 

confidence interval with significance level of 2.5%. Non-inferiority is to be demonstrated if the upper boundary 227 

of this confidence interval does not exceed the non-inferiority margin of 5. 228 

The secondary analysis will be performed in the same manner as the primary analysis. All comparisons are 229 

planned and all p values will be two sided. P values < 0.05 will be considered statistically significant. All 230 

statistical analyses will be performed using the SAS software version 9.4 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA). The 231 

statistical analysis plan (SAP) will be developed by the principal investigator and the biostatistician before 232 

completion of patient recruitment and data fixation. 233 

3. Results 234 

The trial began in April 2021. Recruitment goals are on target to date, and the trial is projected to be 235 

completed in March 2023. The trial is registered at jRCT1030210037. 236 

 237 

4. Discussion 238 

The J-PROTECT study is an important study in both the psychiatric and telemedicine fields, as the COVID-239 

19 outbreak is far from under control. The wide practice of telemedicine in this field is meaningful as an effective 240 
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countermeasure against infection and to prove that telepsychiatry is effective for the treatment of psychiatric 241 

disorders that can worsen during a pandemic. As mentioned above, many studies comparing telepsychiatry with 242 

FTF treatment have focused on specific disorders or specific treatments, such as CBT, but few studies have 243 

examined multiple disorders simultaneously. For example, O'Reilly et al. randomly assigned 495 outpatients to 244 

FTF treatment or telepsychiatry and followed them for up to 4 months; they reported that telepsychiatry 245 

provided the same clinical outcome and satisfaction as FTF treatment, but at a lower cost [17]. In another study, 246 

De Las Curevas et al. randomly assigned 140 outpatients to FTF treatment or telepsychiatry with a 24-week 247 

follow-up period and reported that the efficacy of telepsychiatry was comparable to that of FTF treatment [18]. 248 

The novelty of the present study is that it will be the first pragmatic trial of telepsychiatry in Japan, a country 249 

that provides universal health insurance that allows free access to medical services with relatively low cost. It 250 

will also be a multi-center, multi-regional study, unlike previous pragmatic trials of multiple psychiatric 251 

disorders. Since the degree and content of telepsychiatry regulation varies in each country [6], showing that 252 

telepsychiatry is equally effective in different regulatory and cultural settings will be important to promote its 253 

use appropriately. 254 

In considering the study design, several issues needed to be taken into account. First, the rationale for 255 

selecting SF36MCS as the primary outcome in this study was that it was necessary to establish an outcome that 256 

encompassed depressive disorder, anxiety disorder, and OCD and related disorders and that was in use at many 257 
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psychiatric clinical studies as a health-related quality of life (QOL), which is a superordinate concept for the 258 

severity of all illnesses [11-16]. Next, the reason why we set the percentage of telemedicine in the telepsychiatry 259 

group to be more than 50% is to allow room for the use of both FTF and telepsychiatry depending on the patient's 260 

condition, just as in regular medical care. The Japanese government guidelines also do not recommend the 261 

continuation of long-term treatment with telemedicine alone[19]. 262 

The limitations of this study are as follows. First, we targeted three disorder groups, namely depressive 263 

disorders, anxiety disorders, and OCD and related disorders. In addition to targeting three disorders in one trial, 264 

the demographic characteristics of the participants may vary over a wide range. This may lead to difficulty in 265 

finding a comparative effect size of telemedicine; however, this is an inherent difficulty of pragmatic trials, and 266 

limiting participation to a specific patient population may limit the generalizability of the results. Related to this 267 

point, IT literacy might be the largest modulator of the results, and since Japan is a world-leading aging society, 268 

this fact is of particular consideration. Elderly people generally experience more hurdles to telemedicine because 269 

of IT literacy issues [20]. By randomizing the whole population, we reduce the risk of the impact of this possible 270 

modulator. At the same time, by asking the participants regarding their impressions or hurdles regarding 271 

telemedicine utilization in a free-answer format, we hope to gather information that will enable us to help elderly 272 

or low-IT literacy patients to take advantage of telemedicine in the future. Finally, the implementation of this 273 

study may be affected by the status of the COVID-19 pandemic. If the pandemic becomes serious, there is a 274 
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risk that hospitals will suspend FTF treatment or that patients will refuse to come to the hospital for fear of the 275 

risk of infection. In any case, we will implement an appropriate combination of telepsychiatry and FTF treatment, 276 

while prioritizing the interests of the patients. 277 
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 398 

 399 

Table 1. Schedule for data collection and evaluations during the study’s observation period 400 

 401 

Visit for medical care  

(FTF or telepsychiatry) 

 

After obtaining consent, patients will be assigned to either the FTF group or the 

Telepsychiatry group, and they will continue to receive treatment for 6 months.  

(The interval between visits will be determined by the attending physician.) 

 

Visit 1 Visit 2 Visit 3 

Baseline 

12 Weeks 

(3 Months) 

24 Weeks 

(6 Months) 

Patient background ●   

SF36 〇 〇 〇 

Working Alliance Inventory 

（WAI） 
 〇 〇 

Client Satisfaction Questionnaire 

（CSQ） 
 〇 〇 

Adverse events    

 Costs 

（Self-administered questionnaire 

on costs associated with medical 

visits, etc.） 

〇 〇 〇 

EQ-5D 〇 〇 〇 
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Degree of anxiety about COVID-19 〇 〇 〇 

Comments about telepsychiatry   〇 

HAMD 

（Depressive disorders only） 
☆ ☆ ☆ 

HAMA 

（Anxiety disorders only） 
☆ ☆ ☆ 

YBOCS 

(OCD and related disorders only） 
☆ ☆ ☆ 

●: Both groups receive FTF treatment. 402 
〇: In both groups, the evaluation was conducted using input from smartphones 403 
and tablets (via ePRO). 404 

☆: For each disorder group, outcomes unique to each disorder will be 405 
investigated. A centralized evaluation system will be adopted in which 406 
patients and evaluators will be connected remotely. For patients with partial 407 
cooperation, both face-to-face evaluation and telemedicine with central 408 
evaluation will be conducted for the purpose of verifying the reliability of 409 
the outcomes of each disorder group. 410 

 411 
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